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ABSTRACT.

The tensor analysing power T20 for the radia ti ve

capture reaction 1!1Cd,y)3He has been measured in order to

test new three-body wave functions. This observable arises

from the D-state of 3 He . An effective two-body direct

radi~tive capture calculation, which was previously shown to

fit the a~ coefficient of a Legendre polynomial expansion of- )

the differential cross-section, is .found to give a good

description of the presen t data. A range of 5% to 9% l S

deduced for the D-state probabil~ty in the 3He ground state

wave function. A value of -0.032 = 0.014 for the asymptotic

DIS state ratio is extracted from the data althougn it ~s

founa to be model depc;lde:: t.
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·Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
I,

I
A.

Recent theoretical calculations of few-bodY wave
•

functions have stimulated interest in :lew measurements on

yery light nuclei (GL84, SS79). In particular, this thesis

describes a study of

lH(d,y)3He reaction.

the three-body

Several related

system through the

reactions have been

used to study the ground state of 3He . Among these aI:.e

photo-disintegration (HP73, AC83), and electro-disinte

::;ration (SA83) of 3He , radiative capture of protons by

deuterons (MK74, KR83, SW79a), and capture of deutero~by

protons (BB70). These reactions are particularly inte-

resting because the reaction mechanism depends on the

electro-magnetic interaction onlY. This avoids problems due

to the presence of the nudlear interaction and allows the

wave functions to be studied independently of the reaction

mechanism.

The a 2 coefficient of a Legendre polynomial exp~nsion

of the differential cross-section for y-ray emission

following the capture of protons by deuterons has been found

sensi~o the D-state component of the 3He ground state

wave fU:lction (KR83). As poi~~ed out by Seyler ~nd Weller.

the tensor analysing powers of the reaction lH(d,y)3He are

expected to be ::lore sensitive to D-st:.tte effects (SW79b).
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This is because the anaiysing powers result from the

interference between the 8=1/2 and 8=3/2 channels and vanish

if the latter, which arises from the presence of the

D-state, is absen-t. The 8=3/2 channel enters into the

expression for the differential cross-section only as a

small perturbation. These considerations will be developed

further in chapter 2.

This thesis reports measurements of the tensor

analysing power T20 for the reaction lH(d,y)3He . The

results are compared with an effective two-body direct

radiative capture model similar to the one used to fit th~

cross-section (KR83). In addition, a value for the asyrnp-

totic D/S state ratio n is extracted from the data.

Chapter 2 deals with the theoretical aspects of this

work. It begins with a detailed description of the

three-body wave function followed by a discussion of the

direct radiative capture model and the relationship between

the matrix elements generated by this model and the

analysing powers. The chapter concludes with a discussion

of the asymptotic D/S state ratio.

Chapter 3 deals with the experimental methods used in

this study. Topics inclt:de: the detec;;ion of recoil 3He

particles, relatiVistic kinematics, polariza;;ion in nuclear

physics, and the monitoring of the beam polarization.

The instrumentation necessary for this experiment is

the topic of chapter 4, which begi:1s with a description of

the polarized ion sou!ce. This is followed by discussions
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of the spectrograph, the targets. the ge"tectors, and the

electronics. The final section of this chapter deals with

the method used to steer the beam which was of ,great

importance.

Chapt:er 5 presents the data analysis and results,

wi th the questions of normalization, corrections for beam

polariza"tion, calibra"tion of "the detec"tors, and resolution

being considered.

chapter.

An error analysis is also done in this

A comparison of "the results with theore"tical predic-

"tions is made in chapter 6., The depend'ence of T20 on

several parame"ters is examined. For example. the variations

in the' angular dis."tribu"tion of the analysing power wi tn

respec"t to the order of the electro-magnetic "transition

considered, the par"tial waves included in the entrance

channel, the choice of the op"tical potential, and the

D-s"tate probability are studied.

~l contribution is also included.

A parametrization of the

Theoretical predictions

for the other tensor analysing powers (T 2l and T22 ) as well

.;.S for the differen"tial cross-section are shown. This

chapter concludes with a discussion of the results in ter~s

of the asymptotic DIS state ratio ~.

A summary and conclusions can be found in chapter 7.

. ".~ - ..

L'

",



Cha~ter 2: THEORY

Before attempting to understand the radiative capture

process in three-body systems" it is useful to review

briefly our knowledge of the three-body wave function and

to examine which components of this wave function will be

studied with th~ IH(d,y)3He reaction. This is follow~d by a

description of the effective two-body radia~jve capture

calculation used to obtain the transition matrix elements.

'(

These are then related to the analysing powers. An a1 ter-

native method of analysing the data using asymptotic wave
, .

functions to obtain a value for n, the as}~ptotic D/S state

ratio. is described in the final section of this chapter.

2.1 Three-body wave function.

This discussion follows closelY the review paper of

Delves (De67). .'11 though it deals mainlY wi th 3H, the

conclusions also apply to 3He because the Coulomb inter-

action does not affect signifi~antly the details of the wave

func tion, its ef feet being 1 imi ted to the bindi ng energy

In fact.

the quantum numbers of these ::luclei differ only in T3 , the

projection of the isospin. Which is related to the charge

(T3c3He)= +1/2, T3 C3H)= -1/2)·
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Since nuclear forces are non-central and isospin

dependent, the only good quantum numbers of a nucleus are

its total angular momentum J, its projection J z ' the parity

The wave functions are complicated by the fact

that L, the orbital angular momentum, and S, the spin, are

not conserved. However, since non-central forces are weak,
~

wave functions with different L are not strongly mixed in

ligh t nuclei. The same is true for the spin. Therefore '.

wave functions with good L ,and S can be used as a basis in

~he description of three-body systems. For convenience', the

components of the wave function are labelled by their

associated Land S.

The weakness of the non-central forces also leads to

t.he domination of one term in the ground state wave

function. This is the term that remains if t.hese forces are

ignored and L and S become good quantum numbers. The

properties of 3H and 3 should reflect this.He
~

J~=1/2+.The ground state of "H has This is

determined by a measurer:lent of the hyperfine structure of

tritium. An isospin assignment of T=1/2 ia made based on

the absence of a bound st.a t.e of either the tri-neut.ron or

The

3Li ; 3H and· 3 He form an isospin doublet.

in the wave function has L=O and S=1/2.

With a study of the magnetic moments, u,

The dominant term

This is consistent

of 3H and 3He .

orbital angular mOr:lent~~ does not make a contribution to ~

because L=O and the stite is syr.unetric. For 3H , the spin

cont.ribution comes from the proton because the neut.rons are



paired to S=O.
3 3The magnetic moment of H is u( H)= 2.9788

6

only the neutron contributes to u and

This is compared to u = -1.9130 NM for
n

nuclear magnetons (NM);

Similarly for 3 He ,
3 _

u( He)- -2.1274 NM.

the proton has ~ = 2. 7927 N~1.
P

the neutron. The discrepancy in these numbers is thought to

be due to meson exchange currents. These should have the

same magnitude for both nuclei with only a change in sign.

Hence, taking an average of the magnetic moments will

eliminate exchange effects; we get:

3 31/2 (u( H)+u( He))= 0.4257 NM

1/2 (up+u n )= 0.4399 NM

The variance in these numbers of 3.2% gives a rough estimate

of the contribution of other states (different Land S) to

the ground state.

We now look at the three-nucleon wave funct~on in

more detail. Since we are dealing with a three-body system,

there are 9 coordinates available for a description in

configuration space. The motion of the center of mass is

described by 3 coordinates, leaving. only six. These are

·defined as follows: x1~r23 is the distance from particle 2

form a triangle. The three remaining coordinates are the

Euler angles (a, S, y) defining the orientation of tbe

"triangle with respect to an arbitrary set of axes. The wave

function is written as follows:

!= S(~l,X2,X3) Y(a,S,y) Z«l'<2'<3)

where S is called the internal wave function, Y is the Suler
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angle wave function, and Z is the spin-isospin wave

function.

The symme"ry of the internal wave function With

respect to interchange of two particles, is given by the

permutation-group of three objects. This group has three

irreducible representations: one symmetric (S), one

anti-sYt:lmetric (A), and one with mixed symmetry CJ). The

corresponding wave functions are:

FS (1,2,3)= 1/6 (F(123)+F(213)+F(132)+F(321)+F(231)+F(312))

FA(l,2,3)= 1/6 (F(123)-F(213)-F(132)-F(321)+F(231)+F(312))

F~1(l,2,3)= 1/6(2F(123)+2F(213)-F(132)-F(321)-F(231)-F(312))

F~2(1,2,3)= 1/6(2F(123)-2F(213)+F(132)~F(321)-F(231)-F(312))

where F is some function of xl' x 2 ' and x3 and F\l1 and F\12

"ogether- span the mixed symmetry represen ta tion. The

symmetric state (S) is favoured in the ground state for two

reasons. Being symmetric, (S) has fewer nodes than (A) or

C:11), and therefore has a smaller average derivative. It

follows that the kinetic energy of the (S) state is lower

than for the other states. :urthermore, an attractive

nuclear potential VCr) is maxi:;lUm for small r. In t!1is

region, t!1e symmetric lO"a";2 function is larger than t!1e

a:1ti-symmetric function Which must go to zero at r=O; the

so.me is true, to a lesser degree, for th.~ r.rixed sYT:1:netry

st.:lte. The expectation value < ~ v ! > is larger for

the (S) state which therefore ~as a larger bindi:1g energy.

The sYr:lI:letric st:ne is favoure~ for both potential and

ki:1etic energy considerations.
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Three spin 1/2 particles can couple either to S=1/2

or S=3/2. Since the ground state has J=1/2, the choice of L
"

spectroscopic

is limited. The possible states are shown in table 2.1; the

, .' 2S+1 'nota"lon ' LJ is used. The Euler angle wave

functions are given by the rotationa~ functions D:~(a,S,y)

(Oe67). The pariey of these functions is ,,= (-1)~. Since

the parity of'the ground state is positive, only even values,
of ~ are allowed. Hence, there is one S-state:' ogo(a,s,y)

which is symmetric with respect to ineerchange of two

particles. OnlY the ~=o P-state is allowed; it is. anti-

syrnmetric. There are three possible D-states: one wieh ~=o,

two wi th I ~ I = 2. The first is symmetric while the latter

can be combined ineo one symmetric and one anti-symmetric

function.

A classific:l.tion of the spin-isospin wave functions

has been done by Blatt (8153).

for T=1/2:

The results are given here

S=1/2 one syr:llnetric f unc cion.

one anti-symme~ri~ function.

one set of two mixed symmetry functions.

S=3/2 : one set of cwo mi,ed syrnmeery funceions.

The tQtal wave fU:1CtlO:1 must be anei-symmeeric; this

determines the ,internal wave function once the Euler a:1g1e

and spin-isospin wave funceions h:l.ve been chosen.

- The S-state has S=1/2; chere are three spin-isospin

functions associated with S=1/2.


































































































































































































































































































































